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2014: A year of launches
Volkswagen Passenger Cars left a very successful year in terms of its marketing strategy,
which was defined in line with its vision of becoming “the top-selling and world’s most
innovative automobile brand.” Despite the market contraction of 11.6% in the passenger
vehicle market, the company only saw a 4.1% decrease in sales. Ipsos, an independent
research company, chose Volkswagen Passenger Cars as ”Lovemark” brand of 2014.

Selected the most popular and sympathetic automobile brand of 2014 by
the independent research company Ipsos, Volkswagen Passenger Cars
increased its sales as projected and ended the year by placing 2nd in the
market.
Vedat Uygun
General Manager
Volkswagen Passenger Cars

Volkswagen Passenger Cars
With 7 launches in 2014, Volkswagen Passenger
Cars saw only a slight decrease of 4.1% in its sales
despite a contraaction of 11.6% in the passenger vehicle market, thus performing above the market average. Thanks to the successful product and communication strategies of the streamlined Polo, Golf GTI,
Golf R, Jetta, Passat, Scirocco, and Touareg models
in 2014, Volkswagen Passenger Cars had a market
share of 14.4% and ended the year by placing 2nd in
the market.
Volkswagen Passenger Cars, repeated its success
in sales in communication and chosen by Mediacat
Ipsos as ”Lovemark” brand of 2014 two times in a
row. Volkswagen Passenger Cars was also awarded
with silver Effie Award with its integrated communication campaign Lovemark in 2014.
Performances of our models
In 2014, the Polo brand increased its segment share
to 17.2%. Golf increased its sales by 5.6%, achieving a segment share of 21.1%. Jetta continued its
success in its segment, attaining a market share of
10.8% in 2014. The Beetle model in the A Coupe
segment continued its leadership in its segment with
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a share of 40.8%. Passat grew stronger with the
launch of the new Passat, and was the leader of the
B/NB segment with a segment share of 34.5%.
Innovative solutions in digital communication
Volkswagen Passenger Cars is the brand with the
most followers in Turkey with over 3.4 million followers on Facebook, while also having the most popular

Volkswagen website in the world. Volkswagen Passenger Cars is active in other social media besides
Facebook, and the leader of its sector in channels
such as Google+, Instagram and Youtube. The company actively engages its customers through “Social
CRM” applications that allows one-to-one instant
communication.

Authorized Services in Turkey placed among top 100
Authorized Services in Europe in the Service Quality Awards Competition organized for the fifth time
by Volkswagen AG. Our Authorized Services receive
around 510,000 vehicles throughout the year and an
average of 42,000 customers every month. In 2014,
spare parts and labor turnover has increased by 15%
and by 25% respectively.

With more than 16 million visitors in a year, the
brand’s website started to make individualized offers in 2013 and special discount offers to indecisive
customers were integrated into the system in 2014
Moreover, all customer requests gathered from contact forms on the website or shown to customers using behavioural targeting techniques, are uploaded
on the “Internet-Based Potential Customer Management System,” which became operational in 2014.
More than 26,000 customers were redirected to Authorized Dealers through the system.
After-Sales Services
Expanding its services network with the opening of Ordu and Bitlis Authorized Dealers in 2014,
Volkswagen Passenger Cars After-Sales Services
increased the number of its Authorized Service locations across Turkey to 73. Three of the Volkswagen
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Sustainable growth in service
and after-sales
Audi attained sales of 17,809 vehicles in 2014, increasing its vehicle park by 19% and its
after-sales services turnover by 18% on the year before, with a customer loyalty level of
74.3%, an exemplary figure across Europe.

As the passenger car market shrank by 11.6% in 2014, Audi increased
its sales by 18.8% on previous year and its market share has reached
3.03%. For the second consecutive year, Audi Turkey ranked first in the
premium segment in the IACS survey and ranked first in the “Automotive
Sector Upper Segment Complaint Management Success Rating.”
Giovanni Gino Bottaro
General Manager
Audi, Bentley, Lamborghini and Bugatti

One step ahead through technology
Audi’s four intertwined rings represent Horch, Audi,
DKW, and Wanderer, the founding companies of
the brand. The core values of the brand, namely
“sporty,” “sophisticated,” and “progressive,” support
the brand’s motto of being “one step ahead through
technology.”
Record sales
Doğuş Otomotiv began importing Audi to Turkey in
1994, and in 2014, the brand achieved its highest
sales figure in its history with 17,809 units.
Model-based performance
The leader of their segments, A3 Sedan, A3 Sportback, A3 Cabriolet and A3 Coupé’s total sales in 2014
was 9.414 units. A4, A4 Avant, and A4 allroad sales
totaled 3,925 units, where the total sales of the A5
family was 614, and the A6 family 1.463. Q3 closed
the year with 1,282 units sold, and Q5 sold 500 units.
Customer satisfaction
In order to measure after-sales customer satisfaction
in After Sales Services and the brand’s position vis-à
-vis its competitors, Audi AG conducts the IACS survey every year, and in 2014 Audi Turkey has contin-
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ued its leadership position in the premium segment
and improved its success by moving from 4th to 3rd
place in all brands. In 2014, Audi ranked first in the
“Automotive Sector Upper Segment Complaint Management Rating” organized by sikayetvar.com with a
score of 56.2.
In order to improve its service quality even further,
Audi implemented two important projects in 2014.
In the first project titled “Smart Pen” involves the
recording of correspondences in every stage from

vehicle receiving to emergency services to the DMS
(Dealer Management System), and the sending of instant notifications through the system which ensures
healthy data storage.
In addition, the “number plate recognition” system
became operational. The system instantly informs
the personnel about customers, who are entering
the service point by reading vehicle plates, and automatically creates a draft work order on the DMS to
reduce wait times during service. Another feature of
the system is its screen, which welcomes and greets
the customers at the entrance on special days.
Service satisfaction
Audi’s After-Sales Services satisfaction score, as
measured by the Dealer Satisfaction Survey (DSS),
which is carried out once a year by an independent
company showed that Audi After-Sales Services has
continued its success on a scale of 5 with a satisfaction point of 4.8. In another Dealer Service Satisfaction Survey (DSS Service) conducted once a year by
Audi AG using similar tools and with the participation of service managers, Audi After-Sales Services
ranked 1st in all brands, achieving an important success. These successful results demonstrate com-

munication and cooperation with stakeholders has
reached maximum levels.
Marketing communication and launch activities
Image and tactical advertisements given throughout
the year aimed at increasing Audi’s brand recognition
as well as supporting sales. The new Audi TT was
launched in 2014. In 2014, launch events were held
for the new Audi TT. Audi won the first prize at the
magazine ad category of “ODD Sales and Communication Awards, Gladiators of 2014”, with the ad of
its model A4 2.0 TDI. Moreover, the World Car of the
Year Award, one of the most prestigious awards of
the automotive industry, was given to the A3 model
family this year. The Audi Quattro advertisement was
named as the best automotive ad of the year at the
“Kırmızı Awards” organized by Kırmızı magazine, a
subsidiary of Hürriyet Publishing Group.
Another priority issue in 2014 was social media communications. Social media channels such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Flickr, and YouTube were
successfully used for Audi’s brand communications.
Audi became the leading brand of the automotive
industry in terms of average interaction figures on
Facebook and Twitter.
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SEAT breaks
a new record!
SEAT increased its sales and market share in a shrinking market with a sales
figure of 12,697 units and achieved its goal of sustainable growth.

SEAT achieved a record growth in 2014, increasing its sales by 15% in
a shrinking market, with its successful product strategy and aggressive
sales policy.
Anıl Gürsoy
General Manager
SEAT, Porsche and DOD

A record number of sales
With successful product and communication strategies, a structured network of Authorized Dealers and
an aggressive sales and fleet policy, SEAT increased
its sales by 15% in the passenger car market, achiev-

ing a record growth in 2014 in the face of a market
contraction of 12%. In a contracting market, SEAT
increased its market share by 29% with a sale of
12,697 units and achieved a market share of 2.16%
for the first time in its history.
Two main players that were instrumental in achieving
this goal were Leon and Ibiza models. The Leon family was the top selling model with 5,928 units and had
a share of 47% in overall sales. In the AHB segment,
LEON climbed up to the 4th position from 9th increasing its segment share by 51%. Ibiza is the second top
selling model of SEAT with 4,954 units.
Another factor behind the sales success in 2014 was
the increase in SEAT’s fleet sales. The fleet share of
SEAT was 7% in 2013, and with an effective fleet
strategy, the number rose to 18% in 2014.
Customer satisfaction and quality in after sales
services
Workshop throughput reached 50,900, marking a
14% increase with the help of the growth in vehicle
park and service marketing activities in 2014. Regular
efforts throughout the year led to an increase in customer loyalty to Authorized Services, reaching 58%.
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The after sales services customer satisfaction survey
score reached 99.1 points thanks to our customer
satisfaction-oriented approach. Authorized Service
personnel took on the job trainings, which resulted in
a decrease in repeated repair by 3% and an increase
in customer satisfaction.

Connect to help customers make faster service appointments.
2015 targets
In 2015, the SEAT brand plans to maintain its sustainable growth and increase its market share by
continuing its aggressive sales and fleet strategy.

Customer-oriented marketing activities
Tactical communication efforts were undertaken in order to support aggressive sales policy and traditional
and digital media were used for sales campaigns. As
the flagship model of our brand, Leon stood out both
in national and local advertisements. Launch activities for Leon ST and Cupra in July helped improve
the brand’s image and visibility.
SEAT became the main sponsor of Darüşşafaka
Doğuş Basketball team in November and 11 SEAT
vehicles were allocated to the club within the scope
of the agreement. Communication activities held as
part of the sponsorship agreement aimed to improve
SEAT’s brand image and awareness.
We continued our efforts in the digital world, and renewed the SEAT Car Configurator to give customers
an enjoyable SEAT experience and launched SEAT
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Škoda continues its rise with the new
concept design of its Authorized Dealers
Škoda’s distributor in Turkey since 1989, Yüce Auto continues to provide sales, repair/
maintenance, and spare parts services for Superb, Octavia, Rapid, Rapid Spaceback, Yeti
and Fabia models through 37 Authorized Dealers and 39 Authorized Services throughout
Turkey.
We had a fruitful and active year in 2014 thanks to our strategies.
We have increased our market share to 2.48% with 14,537 units
sold, resulting in a strong sales rate. We have improved the service
quality of our brand and aim to continue this trend with our new
product models to be launched in 2015.
Tolga Senyücel
General Manager
Škoda Yüce Auto

2014
In 2014, Škoda grew above the market average and
increased its sales by 13.2% on the previous year,
from 12,833 units to 14,537.
On the whole, 2014 was a year in which Škoda’s
sales across Western and Central European markets
was flat, with total sales of 1,037,200 units.

The performance of our models
Škoda Turkey sold 14,537 passenger cars in 2014.
Octavia, the best-selling model of 2013, was again
the most popular model with a total of 6,519 deliveries, making up 45% of overall sales. Superb, the
second most sold model, increased its share in overall sales to 25% with 3,525 units sold. Launched in
2014, the Yeti facelift and Rapid Spaceback models
are also among top selling models in 2014 with 1,750
and 1,200 units sold respectively.
The success of Škoda Turkey was not limited to
its sales performance. Škoda Turkey sustained its
growth with 304,055 followers on Facebook and
2,878,187 visits to its website www.skoda.com.tr.
Novelties in 2014 and 2015
Two new products that will contribute to Škoda’s unit
sales were launched in 2014. The Yeti model, which
was streamlined with a 1.6 TDI engine and automatic
DSG transmission combination, was released in February. In April, Rapid Spaceback, the first compact
hatchback model of Škoda, was launched. In addition, RS and Combi 1.6 TDI 4x4 versions of Octavia,
which appeal to different consumer groups and help
the brand create a difference, were also introduced
on the market.
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We expect to witness the effects of Škoda’s global growth strategy in 2015. The launches of two
new models are set for a fast start in 2015 and will
strengthen Škoda’s position in the Turkish passenger
car market. In March, a completely renewed Fabia
model will be launched for the first time, which will
add dynamism to the brand portfolio. Combining an
elegant and smooth design with efficient engine and
transmission options, the new Fabia is expected to
appeal to young people with its multimedia options
and technology.
Representing Škoda with success in the D segment,
the Superb model will be launched to Turkish customers in the second half of August with a completely renewed 3rd generation vehicle. Considering
the potential of the current model, the new Superb
model, which was developed on the MQB platform
and offers high-technology and comfort, is expected
to strengthen its position in the market with its improved design and new generation engine options.

launches and expansion of the product range, which
will add strength to the Škoda brand, the new corporate identity efforts begun by our producer will contribute to sales.
Qualitative efforts to increase customer satisfaction
and bolster brand perception will also help Škoda
increase its market share in line with changing market conditions. Having reached all its targets with
the trust and appreciation of its customers, Škoda
Turkey will continue to grow in 2015. The brand is
expected to raise its market share to more than 3%
in 2015 as a result of the synergy created by its renewed showrooms, increasing customer demand in
the fleet market, and sales potential. The manufacturing company follows the quantitative and qualitative growth performance in the Turkish market closely and with satisfaction, and increases its support to
Škoda Turkey with every passing year in terms of
developing new models that meet the needs and
tastes of the market.

Market share target in 2015
Škoda is growing globally and moves forward along
its vision, targeting to offer a new model or a streamlined appearance to its customers every six months
until the end of 2015. In addition to new product
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Creative service beyond
expectations
Doğuş Otomotiv broadest brand range and service network in the Turkish automotive
industry, and Bentley and Lamborghini, its top luxury brands, offer “creative service
beyond expectations” in line with the company’s vision.

Bentley further consolidated its place in the upper luxury segment
market in 2014, reaching its highest sales figure of 21 units since 2006,
when it first entered the Turkish market.
Giovanni Gino Bottaro
General Manager
Audi, Bentley, Lamborghini and Bugatti

The most prestigious and luxurious models of
automobile history
Bentley Motors was founded in 1919 by Walter Owen
Bentley, a railroad engineer. Today, the Brand carries
on its operations under the umbrella of VW Group.

The British Bentley brand has gained recognition
since early 1910s for manufacturing the most prestigious and luxurious models of the entire automobile
history.
Automobili Lamborghini was founded in 1963 by
Ferruccio Lamborghini. Production operations of
the brand have been carried out in Bologna, Italy
since its foundation. Following the purchase of all
Lamborghini shares by Audi AG in 1998, the brand
shifted towards a rapid uptrend with its new models
equipped with powerful and high-end technologies.
2014: Highest unit sales in Bentley history
In 2014, Bentley reached its highest unit sales figures since 2006, when it first entered the Turkish
market. A total of 21 Bentley units have been sold
and delivered throughout the year, with 9 units of
Continental GT V8, 5 units of Flying Spur W12, 3
units of Continental GTC V8, 2 units of Flying Spur
V8, 1 unit of Continental GT V8 S, and 1 unit of
Mulsanne.
In 2014, a total of 2 Lamborghini units have been sold
and delivered, with 1 unit of Aventador LP 700-4 and
1 unit of Aventador LP 700-4 Roadster.
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Keeping up brand communication
Marketing investments for Bentley and Lamborghini
continued in 2014. The highlights of these efforts are
as follows:
•

•

Sustainable communication efforts have been undertaken throughout the year in line with Bentley
Motors’ global marketing plan.
In August, a test driving event for the press was

•

held in Berlin with 5 different Bentley models.
Members of the press had the chance to experience Bentley’s incredible performance and
driving comfort on a day-long driving route. The
event was widely covered by daily and weekly
publications.
Customers were invited to Lamborghini
Academy driving events organized by Automobili
Lamborghini throughout the year.
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Growing through customer
experience
Porsche Turkey has increased its sales by 14% in 2014 as a result of its stronger Authorized
Dealer network and Service organization, growing choice of models, increasing customer
satisfaction, and its marketing activities. This growth is set to continue in 2015 with the
sales of over 600 units.

“Porsche achieved a new sales record with a total of 588 units in
2014 with increased sales and growth in after sales services and the
marketing activities.”
Anıl Gürsoy
General Manager
Porsche, SEAT and DOD

Our investments
The opening ceremony of our Authorized Dealer
Doğuş Oto Maslak, the largest Porsche Center in the
Central and Eastern European region, was held on 17
February 2014. The showroom, which can accommodate up to 14 Porsches at the same time, is covering
a sales area of 1,400 square meters and services area
of 750 square meters. In the opening ceremony press
meeting, Porsche’s new compact SUV model Macan
was introduced in Turkey. Dr. Wolfgang Porsche participated in the opening upon the invitation of Doğuş
Group Executive Board President Ferit Şahenk.
The performance of our models
Porsche’s best-selling model in 2014 was Cayenne,
with a sales of 355 units. Cayenne is followed by
Panamera with 106 units. Boxster/Cayman sold 47
units in 2014 and ranked first in its segment. Porsche
Macan, which was launched in 2014, sold 46 units.
The 911 model, which ranks first in the premium
sports car segment in Turkey, sold 34 units.
Our marketing activities
• Advertising activities were on the forefront
throughout 2014, and ads were placed in magazines for a different model each month.
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•

•

•

Porsche started 2014 with a winter driving event
held with all current Porsche models in Finland
between 10 and 13 February 2014 with the participation of 8 customers.
A series of car display events were held throughout the year. The first of these events was the
celebration for İzmir Diva magazine, which was
held in İzmir on 12 February with the participation of Vosmer Authorized Dealer. In the opening
of the Porsche Design store at Akasya Shopping
Center held between 7 and 11 April, a Macan test
driving event was organized for Garanti Bank’s
special customers. Moreover, the new Macan
was displayed in “For the Love of Children” event
organized by Koruncuk Association on 17 April
at Şişli Marriot Hotel and in the Porsche Club
brunch event held on 22 September at Kemer
Country Orman Evi.
All Porsche models were tested by customers in
“Porsche on Track” event held between 10-12
and 18-20 April at Istanbul Park with the participation of 166 guests. Throughout the year, Authorized Dealers operating outside İstanbul also
held driving events for customers. Customers
were hosted by our Authorized Dealers and had
the chance to test any vehicle of their choosing

•

•

•

in events held in Mersin between 2 and 4 May,
in Antalya between 8 and 10 May, in Ankara between 15 and 17 May, in Izmir between 21 and 23
May and in Bursa between 26 and 28 May.
“Porsche Performance Drive” event was held by
Porsche Central and Eastern European region
between 9 and 14 October. A 3-person press
team from Turkey participated in the event with
one vehicle, departing from Trabzon and driving to Azerbaijan in a cutthroat competition while
keeping fuel consumption of new Cayenne models to a minimum.
The Cayenne models that were renewed in 2014
had customer launches. In the framework of
these launches, vehicle exhibition and test driving events were held at all Authorized Dealers.
379 people participated in the launches held at
Vosmer-İzmir on 25 October, Doğuş Oto Esenyurt
on 8 November, Hasan Kavi-Mersin on 14 November, Doğuş Oto Maslak on 15 November,
Doğuş Oto Bursa on 23 November, and Doğuş
Oto Çankaya and Başaran-Antalya on 29 November. A total of 152 test drives were performed.
2014 activities ended with Porsche Club New
Year party held in Istinye Park Armani Ristorante
on 25 December.

Record numbers in after sales services
Accessory-boutique sales increased by 20% and
the number of work orders by 10% on previous year
thanks to service campaigns and Porsche Accessory
Boutique marketing activities targeting Porsche’s vehicle park, which increased by 8% at the end of 2014.
The loyalty rate of customers for Authorized Dealers
was 80% and the customer satisfaction survey score
rose to 108 as a result of our customer-oriented approach in after sales services.
Brand achievements
• Porsche Turkey has continued to grow steadily,
increasing its sales by 14% on the previous year,
and broke a new record by selling 588 vehicles in
2014.
• Porsche Turkey ranked the 2nd among the 26 countries in the Central and Eastern Europe region.
• Porsche Turkey opened its largest center in the
Central and Eastern Europe region.
Porsche AG performed warranty inspections in three
Authorized Services in 2014. Vosmer Porsche became the Authorized Service with the lowest error
level with a percentage of 0.30 in the Central and
Eastern Europe region.
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The highest market share
of all times
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles sustained its growth in 2014, increased its market
share, achieving its highest level in its history, a contraction in the light commercial vehicle
market. Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has become the market leader in the imported
commercial vehicle sales while maintaining its third place in the overall market.
In 2014, we managed to increase our market share despite all
difficulties in the market as a result of our efforts focusing on customer
satisfaction and service quality. We are aiming to further improve
our service quality through customer-oriented sales, after-sales and
marketing vision in 2015.
Kerem Güven
General Manager
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles

2014
Turkish light commercial vehicles market shrank by
4.4% in 2014 compared to the previous year, and the
number of the vehicles sold in the market dropped to
180,350. Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles boosted
its share in the light commercial vehicles market to
13.3% while it also maintained its leadership in the
imported commercial vehicles market with a share
of 29.2%. The Volkswagen brand became the bestselling brand in the combined sales of passenger cars
and light commercial vehicles in 2014 as it had in the
previous year.
Caddy achieved the highest market share in its history with a share of 18.3%. Volkswagen Commercial
Vehicles continued its leadership in the medium class
light commercial vehicle segment with a market share
of 46.8% with 7,149 Transporter sales. Amarok ranked
3rd in its segment with a share of 20.3% and with 2,651
units sold. Crafter achieved the highest market share in
its history with a share of 7.3%.
New product launches
Through constant review of the users’ demands and in
line with their requests and expectations, Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles continued developing new models and versions in 2014. Crafter Tourism was introduced to the market in the first quarter of 2014 with
is renewed interiors and upper segment seats. New
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Crafter Tourism creates a difference in its segment with
its features providing high-level comfort.
New Caddy Team, which is the new member of the
Caddy family of Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles series that has set an important sales record in the world,
was added to the product range in the first quarter of
2014. New Caddy Team, specially designed for Turkey
and Turkish users, increases the standards of its segment with its standard features providing comfort and
security.
Adding to its strength in its segment with its unconventional appearance and special accessories, new
Amarok Canyon version of Amarok, the pick-up model
of Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles that creates a difference with its high technology and superior equipment, was introduced to the Turkish market in 2014.
New Amarok Canyon stands out in its class with its innovative approach to interior and exterior design. The
highly-anticipated Amarok 4x2 version of the brand
was added to the product range in the last quarter of
2014 and strengthened the strong image and promise
of the model in its class.
Brand communication
In line with its marketing strategy to focus on the target
audience, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles continued its effective communication activities based on an

in-depth analysis of the profile of and the media used
by its customers. A variety of projects was realized
throughout 2014 in order to promote the Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles brand, inform the customers and
introduce the products to the customers.
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has pioneering efforts in its segment with its Facebook page, with more
than 1 million followers, as well as its innovative efforts in other social media platforms. The new website,
which was designed in line with customers’ demands
and consumer buying behaviour, created difference
with its design and functionality. Launched in September, the new website has increased the number of
visitors and the time spent on the website, which increased by 20% with an average of 3 minutes and 34
seconds for each visitor.
As part of the Customer Relations Management activities, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has introduced
the “Premium” line of services designed for the longtime users of its Transporter and Caravelle models. Offering many innovations to ease the life of its customers, “Premium” makes it possible for the customers to
carry out all their transactions at a single point reached
through an exclusive services hotline.
Onsite activities for CRM and Authorized Dealers
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has continued its ap-

proach to be one step ahead of the customer expectations in 2014. As a result of project of potential customers and external visits launched early 2011, the number
of potential customer entries reached 385,000 by the
end of 2014. A total of 73,000 customers have been
visited actively and on one-to-one basis during 2014.
After-sales services
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicle After-Sales Services
added a new service point to its list of Authorized Services in Istanbul and increased its service network with
the opening of Ordu and Bitlis Authorized Services.
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicle increased its Authorized Service points to 73 across Turkey. With about
200,000 vehicle entries annually, our Authorized Services serve an average of 17,000 customers per month.
2015...
In 2015, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles will carry
on its activities for the purpose of protecting its share
in the light commercial vehicles market and its strong
brand image in all customer-oriented areas such as
the product, authorized dealers onsite activities, and
after-sales services. A broad range of products, assurance provided by Doğuş Automotive and Volkswagen
brands, authorized Dealers network spread across
Turkey, and strong customer communication will be
the major tools of Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles to
attain its 2015 targets.
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A year full of success
for Scania
In 2014, Scania sold 2,014 heavy commercial vehicles weighing 16 tons and over.
Providing services with 18 Authorized Dealers and 20 Authorized Services throughout
Turkey, Scania will continue to be one step ahead of customers’ expectations and needs
with innovations strengthening its position.

In 2014, Scania increased its unit sales and established even closer
links with its customers through communications projects and training
programs in various fields, thus moving successfully forward in a
solution-oriented direction.
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
Scania, Krone, Meiller, Thermo King and Scania Engines

Sales performance in 2014
2,014 units of Scania heavy commercial vehicles
have been sold in Turkey as of the end of December
2014. 1,883 of these were tractors, and 131 were onroad and off-road trucks. The vehicle park reached
approximately 20,000 units in 2014, and Scania continues to be the brand of choice both in the on- road
and off-road segments, creating a difference with its
broad product range.

Sustainable quality in after-sales services
In 2014, via Scania Assistance call center operating
24/7, our operators speaking in our customers’ native
languages have responded to our customers both in
Turkey and Europe, and with 26 emergency support
vehicles, emergency aids have been provided to the
locations they specified.
Scania customers in Turkey are served through 255
technicians and a total of 340 personnel at 20 Authorized Dealers. A total of 62,632 work orders have
been registered at Scania Authorized Dealers in
2014. Our Authorized Dealers throughout the country have the “Scania Dealership Operating Standards” certificate.
Gebze Service is breaking records
Gebze Service broke a new record in 2014 with its
productivity and efficiency reaching the highest levels. Gebze Service became the champion in Turkey
in quality of repeated tasks and CSI customer satisfaction, and increased its total revenues by 35%
with a 45% increase in Scania spare-parts sales. In
addition, Gebze Service ranked first in the National
Top Team Competition held among teams formed by
Scania’s Authorized Services across Turkey.
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“Scania Day 2014”
Equipped with the highest technology, new ecofriendly Scania Streamline models were introduced
in May at the “Scania Day 2014” event. A total of 122
participants including 34 press members and 88 representatives from Doğuş Otomotiv and Authorized
Dealers were present at the event held at Istanbul
Park Ring Road. In the event, the guests had the opportunity to test G400 CA, G400 LA, R400 LA and
R440 LA vehicles of the new Streamline series.
Scania meets with superstructure manufacturers
Scania aims to provide the best solutions for the
needs of customers by learning their thoughts. Scania held a meeting in Istanbul in December to meet
with leading superstructure manufacturers in Turkey.
50 representatives from superstructure manufacturing companies participated in the meeting, which
was also attended by senior executives from Scania
Turkey and Scania Sweden.

resource widely used by all Scania Authorized Dealer
Sales Managers and Sales Representatives, the Scania Operating Costs: “Cost of Ownership” Project
and the use of tablet computers in Authorized Dealers have begun.
Brand communication activities
In 2014, Scania continued and developed its communication efforts aiming to reach customers in the
right place at the right time. Customers were widely
informed about activities regarding sales and aftersales services throughout the year through the national and trade press, which has brought high visibility to the brand. Moreover, marketing activities
that support Authorized Dealers and Services were
an important part of brand communication activities
throughout the year. Within this framework, the opening of Ankara Ağır Vasıta, our Authorized Dealer and
Service in Izmir, was held with the participation of
senior executives from Doğuş Otomotiv and Scania
Sweden as well as the local press.

Scania Operating Costs Project: Cost of
Ownership
In order to create a practical and useful resource that
will help sales advisors inform Scania customers on
the total cost of vehicle ownership and to have this
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Towards new targets with innovative
transportation solutions
One of the leading semi-trailer brands of Europe, Krone sold 716 units of Doğuş Otomotiv
Krone and 100 units of Krone-Doğuş Treyler in 2014, making up a total of 816 units.

Krone aims to ensure long-term service quality by giving shape to the
industry and offering innovative solutions in line with its customers’
demands and expectations with the state-of-the-art technology of its
latest trailer models.
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
Scania, Krone, Meiller, Thermo King and Scania Engines

About Krone
Founded in Germany in 1906 and introduced to Turkish market by Doğuş Otomotiv in 2003, Krone has
expanded benefiting from its proximity to its customers thanks to its Krone Doğuş Treyler factory in
Tire, İzmir and continued to serve its customers in
line with market trends. An investment of 35 million
euros was made for the Krone Doğuş Treyler factory,
which was founded under the partnership of Doğuş

Otomotiv (49%) and Krone (51%). Starting its operations in 2012, the facility’s official launch was made
in the first quarter of 2013.
Krone is the first semi-trailer brand in Turkey that offers the “CODE XL” load safety certificate as a standard feature in its products. “CODE XL“ certificate is
only given to semi-trailers whose construction meets
every loading security standard. The certificate is a
must-have for transports to Europe.
2014 performance
Krone has 18 Authorized Dealers and 20 Authorized
Services throughout Turkey, aiming to be close to its
customers through it widespread dealer network in
the market. With its 24/7 customer support line, it responds to the demands and needs of its customers
without time limitation, and aims for maximum customer satisfaction.
In 2014, Krone’s vehicle park reached approximately
7,000 units. With its facility in Tire, Izmir, Krone restructured its After-Sales Service. This restructuring,
which includes all the improvements in the Authorized Service organization and spare parts operations, is expected to result in increasing customer
satisfaction and service quality in the long run.
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Krone made a strong impression with its new
products at TIR Expo
One of the largest semi trailer producers in Europe
and continuing its production, sales, and after-sales
services in Turkey under Doğuş Otomotiv, Krone
exhibited its range of products designed for use in
various sectors at its stand at TIR Expo Fair that took
place at CNR Expo. These products included curtainsider semi-trailer, combined transportation, refrigerated semi-trailer and plateau semi-trailer models.
In addition to product models produced in Krone’s
most modern facility Krone Doğuş Treyler in Tire,
the stand also featured refrigerated semi trailer Cool
Liners, which were imported from Germany and introduced to the Turkish market. Moreover, a delivery
ceremony was held with the participation of representatives from these companies, with 100 units of
new Krone trailers delivered to Ekol Lojistik and 99
units to Ulusoy Logistics.

İzmir and Lübtheen, Germany for fleet customers are
the most prominent among these efforts that have
been undertaken throughout the year.
Brand communication
As a brand helping its customers save time and money with its latest technology products, Krone has carried out marketing activities throughout the year to
get better acquainted with customers and strengthened its position with press coverage. Informative
industry-specific advertisements of products, press
conferences, and expos stand out as communication
activities held throughout the year.

Customer satisfaction efforts
Focusing on efficiency and sustainability, Krone extended its efforts to increase customer satisfaction
in 2014 in order to fully understand its customers’
needs and demands and offer them customized solutions in transportation. The visits to factories in Tire,
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Meiller continues its growth
in Turkey
Creating solutions for the varying needs of its customers, Meiller strengthened its position
in the industry with its service quality and sold 309 tippers in 2014.

Offering the market long-lasting, affordable, and powerful products,
Meiller strengthens its position by developing projects that address the
varying needs of its customers with its high technology and product
quality.
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
Scania, Krone, Meiller, Thermo King and Scania Engines

About Meiller
F.X. Meiller Fahrzeug GmbH & Co. KG is a large family corporation established in 1850 in Munich. Meiller,
currently cooperating with heavy commercial vehicle
manufacturers to develop tipper products that offer
perfect compatibility with these vehicles, offers the latest techniques and engineering knowledge to its customers, creates fast solutions for the differing needs of
the sector, and strengthens its leader position within
the sector with the service difference it creates.
Meiller offers sales and after sales services in Turkish
market since 2007 under the distributorship of Doğuş
Otomotiv, and started manufacturing in Turkey market in a short time. With the Meiller Doğuş Tipper factory in Sakarya, it manufactures for the domestic and
international market since in 2008.
Meiller in 2014
Selling 309 units in 2014, Meiller reached an important sales level despite the increase in exchange rate
volatility. In the face of growing competition in the
market, Meiller continued to be a brand of choice
that knows the needs of its customers, focuses on
solutions, gives priority to product quality, and has a
sincere approach.
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After-Sales Services
Meiller has undergone a restructuring to meet the
expectations in After-Sales Services, which resulted
from its growing vehicle park and the expansion in
Meiller Doğuş Damper factory operations in Sakarya.
This restructuring, which includes improvements in
all the Authorized Service organization and spare
parts operations, has yielded results such as an increase in customer satisfaction and service quality.

Meiller trainings to prevent tipper accidents
Aware of the importance of inspections in reducing
the risk posed by tipper trucks on road safety, Meiller
organized a training on safety devices at its Meiller
Doğuş Damper factory in Sakarya with the participation of its Authorized Dealer personnel, as well as
the trade press. In the event, which was held with
the participation of senior executives from Germany
and Doğuş Otomotiv Meiller, new products were introduced, a visit to the factory was made, and newly
developed security systems were introduced in order
to give information about safe use conditions.
“The best tipper”
At the traditional “Best Commercial Vehicles and
Brands” competition organized by German magazines specialized in commercial vehicles sector,
Meiller won the “Best Tipper of the Year 2014” award
for the 10th year in a row, proving its strength once
more and demonstrating its superior quality.

Cement, Aggregate, Construction Technologies and
Equipment Exhibition organized in April in Ankara. In
the exhibition held at Ankara Congresium, Meiller exhibited 3 of its products and had the opportunity to
share with visitors the superior quality and endurance
of its products, as well as practical solutions which
have changed the industry.
Brand communication activities
Meiller continued its communication efforts to improve its brand image in an effective way throughout the year and gave priority to advertisements in
the trade press, as well as regional activities. Meiller
participated to the Hannover IAA Fair in September
and held a visit to Hamburg in order to maintain and
strengthen communication with its customers.
Sharing the load of its customers for over 160 years,
Meiller has always been a leading brand in the industry with its vehicle delivery events and press coverage.

Meiller exhibited its most popular models at
Ankara Concrete Exhibition 2014
Preferred by leading companies of the industry thanks
to its high-quality and powerful products, Meiller exhibited its products at the 6th Ready-Mixed Concrete,
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Scania Engines broke a new
sales record!
In 2014, Scania Engines increased its market share and sales while maintaining its
sustainable quality and trustworthiness. The total sales of Doğuş Otomotiv in generator
and marine engines broke its sales record in 2014 with 235 units.

Scania Engines increased its market share by a 77% in alternative sales
channels especially in the generator engines market, breaking a new
sales record that proves the brand’s reliability.
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
Scania, Krone, Meiller, Thermo King and Scania Engines

Product order performance in 2014
Scania Engines increased its engine sales by 77%
with 235 units in 2014. The agreements made with
leading generator companies of Turkey resulted in an
increase of 40% in generator engine sales and helped
the brand strengthen its position in the market. The
market dominance of Scania Engines in marine engines and generators was reinforced with projects
carried out with leading companies of the world.
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According to the data published by Scania Engines
OEM, Scania Engines Turkey placed fifth among
countries selling the highest number of marine engines.
Rich product range
Under Scania Engines, Doğuş Otomotiv offers its
customers generator engines, marine engines, marine generator engines and industrial engines.

2015 targets
As a dependable solution partner, Scania Engines
continues its activities with the aim of broadening its
product range, maintaining its sustainable quality in
this sector, and increasing its market share. Having
begun in 2013, its business partnerships with leading generator manufacturers will continue in 2015.
Scania Engines aims to be the leader of the market
by continuing to increase the sales of its high-quality
products in 2015.
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Thermo King remains at the top
in 2014
The world’s leading cooling system brand, Thermo King left a successful year behind by
selling 614 units in 2014, increasing its market share and maintaining its leadership in the
cold chain transportation industry.

Offering customized solutions to the needs of customers, Thermo King
adds value to the economy with its high-quality products in cold chain
transportation.
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
Scania, Krone, Meiller, Thermo King and Scania Engines

2014 sales performance
Market leader in the trailer sector for years, Thermo
King maintained its leadership position with its fleet
sales in 2014. Thermo King increased its market
share with 614 units sold.
By providing refrigeration and heating solutions customized for each project, Thermo King offers unit options in line with the needs of its customers. Develop-

ing its partnerships with Turkey’s leading cold chain
and medicine transportation companies, Thermo
King strengthened its position in the industry in 2014.
The new product line Cold Cube was released in
2014. Partnerships with the medicine industry, etrade and virtual supermarket companies, which offer perishable goods, are developed for this portable
unit featuring three size options.
With the “Thermo King Fleet Expertise” Project, an
expert study is conducted regarding the quality and
competence of cooler units in the current fleets of
customers. In this project, expert opinion on units
that need maintenance and replacement is offered
to customers.
Thermo King continues to expand its market share in
original spare parts, which increase product life and
enable high-performance, thanks to its active campaigns in spare parts.
The “Tracking” equipment, which keeps Thermo King
one step ahead of its competitors, allows instant data
tracking in more than 80 countries using GPS technology.
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Marketing activities and launches
Named as the most progressive distributor in 2009
and top-performing distributor in trailer unit sales in
2010, Thermo King Turkey has been selected the
“Platinum Sales and Service Provider” by OEM for
four consecutive years.
In 2014, the Cold Cube and Ce series were launched;
the product range was broadened and introduced to
the market.
Strong Authorized Dealer and Services network
With the addition of İzmir, Kayseri, and Erzurum to
the Authorized Dealer and Services network of Thermo King in 2014, the number of Authorized Dealer
and Services in Turkey rose to 16. Frequent service
and sales trainings were provided in 2014 in order to
strengthen the efficiency and experience of the Authorized Dealer and Services network.
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Improved quality service with an
experienced and friendly team
We started off to provide our customers with perfect services in sales and service and,
increase our service quality each and every year with our experienced and friendly team.

We are a big family that never lets our customers down, we think
and act like our customers. We are aware that the happiness of our
customers depends on the happiness of our employees. Doğuş
Oto will continue to provide its customers with perfect services and
pave their way.
Zafer Başar
General Manager
Doğuş Oto Pazarlama ve Ticaret A.Ş.

About Doğuş Oto
Active in the automotive sector since 1963, Genoto
has been continuing its operations as Doğuş Oto
since 2004. Doğuş Oto represents seven brands
(VW Passenger Cars, VW Commercial Cars, Audi,
Porsche, SEAT, Škoda, and DOD), for which it sells
new and second-hand vehicles, spare parts, and accessories at a total of 32 Authorized Dealers and 30
Authorized Service points in Istanbul, Ankara, and
Bursa; it also offers its customers insurance, financing, and after-sales support services. Doğuş Oto
continues its progress by improving its service quality every year.
Record sales volume
Doğuş Oto continues its operations in an area of
200,000 sqaure meters with a team of 1,589 employees, which consists of 695 blue-collar and 894 whitecollar employees. More than 47% of our employees
have university degrees.
Doğuş Oto set a new sales record with a total of
46,868 new vehicles consisting of 8,613 units of Audi,
28,428 units of VW Passenger Vehicle, 5,844 units of
VW Commercial Vehicle, 3,342 units of SEAT, 179
units of Škoda and 462 units of Porsche. The market
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share of Doğuş Oto in the passenger car and light
commercial vehicle market was 6.1% in 2014. Moreover, the number of customers who used the service
in 2014 rose to 216,613 and in line with that, the turnover from after-sale services increased by 13.3% on
the year before.
Our accomplishments
Seeking to sustain perfection in customer satisfaction, in 2014, Doğuş Oto ranked first in the Audi
Twincup competition in Turkey. We systematically measure NPS (Net Promoter Score) as one of
the most important indicators of quality and Doğuş
Oto’s scores reached a record high in 2014 with 19.5
points for sales category and 14.9 points for service
category.
Lean Management
Doğuş Oto embraces the values of honesty, respectability, ethical behavior, and compliance with
the law as its principles of social culture for a sustainable future, and continues its operations based
on transparent and fair business practices. Its leadership in the sector is demonstrated not only by its
financial success, but also by its approach to sustainability.

Doğuş Oto aims to gather all services its customers may need under a single roof and to approach
excellence in these services with each passing day;
Lean Management practices that have been put into
effect in 2007 for this purpose are continuously improved ever since. In 2014, six new managers have
received their certificates as part of the Lean Manager Training Program, bringing the total number of
Lean Managers in the company to 40.
In addition, five main improvement projects have
been rolled out in all regions in order to improve efficiency, service quality, and customer satisfaction, as
indicated by company strategy. In order to achieve
sustainable quality, all after-sales service processes
have been re-evaluated in light of our continuous
improvement philosophy, and the project was initiated in the main improvement areas determined by
the value flow chart method.

waste and unnecessary delay; these efforts will be
redoubled in 2015.
Marketing
The dynamic and mutual relation with our customers as well as our effort to offer perfect service and
efficient work nourishes our enthusiasm for fulfilling
our responsibilities in the best way possible. All marketing activities throughout 2014 aimed at increasing
brand awareness and supporting service entries and
sales, as well as increasing customer loyalty and satisfaction through customer-focused communication.
Doğuş Oto believes that all its endeavors are based
on understanding people. The companywill continue
its activities in 2015 to get better acquainted with its
customers.

The D-Plan strategy deployment process was
brought to life so that company strategy is correctly
carried out in all regions and units, and is adopted by all employees. Efforts have been continued
in 2014 to re-evaluate each step of business processes scientifically and to eliminate all points of
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D-AUTO SUISSE SA

Quality-oriented service
continues
D-Auto Suisse SA had successful business results in 2014 and defines increasing
customer satisfaction as its main priority.

The happiness of our customers is the basis of D-Auto Suisse SA’s
business approach. Our main goal is to provide Porsche customers
with excellent service quality in the city of Lausanne, Switzerland.
Marcel Hauselmann
General Manager
D-Auto Suisse SA

About D-Auto Suisse
A subsidiary of Doğuş Otomotiv, D-Auto Suisse SA
continues its operations as a Porsche dealer since
September 2009 in Switzerland. Offering customers
new and second-hand vehicles, spare parts sales and
after-sales services, D-Auto Suisse SA increases its
service quality and reliability each and every year.
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Record unit sales
Continuing its operations with its 36 employees in an
area covering 5,000 square meters, D-Auto Suisse
SA increased its sales on previous year by 50%, sold
275 new vehicles, setting a new sales record. The
company is among the top 5 companies of Switzerland in terms of quality.

Marketing
As part of its philosophy of quality service and effective operation, D-Auto Suisse SA works with the
aim to fulfill its responsibilities. A variety of marketing
activities were held throughout the year to increase
the company’s visibility, support sales and after-sales
services, and build a loyal customer base in its region.
12 events held in 2014 reached out to 1,500 potential customers. All the activities of the company are
geared towards knowing its customers better. D-Auto
Suisse SA will continue its marketing activities in 2015
to be closer to its customers.
The number of registered customers of D-Auto Suisse
SA reached 5,300 at the end of 2014. This number is
the highest number of registered customers since the
foundation of the company.
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D-AUTO LLC

A new step for regional
growth
D-Auto LLC started its operations in Erbil in 2014 and aims at becoming the pioneer of
quality service and novelties in the Iraqi automotive industry by extending its knowledge,
experience and corporate business model to the region.

D-Auto LLC’s priority is to become one of the most advanced
representatives of the industry in the Iraqi automotive market with
its service quality and business culture oriented towards customer
satisfaction.
General Manager
D-Auto LLC

About D-Auto LLC
100% owned by Doğuş Otomotiv, D-Auto LLC
signed a sole exclusive general distributorship agreement for the territory of Iraq with the Volkswagen
Passenger Vehicles and Audi brands and started its
operations in the city of Erbil in July 2014. Provid-
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ing its customers with sales and after-sales services,
the company continues its operations with the goal
of having a stronger representation in the region by
building its dealer network and of reaching a wider
range of customers by bringing different brands of
the Volkswagen Group under its umbrella.

D-Auto LLC provides the best quality service to its
customers, combined with its knowledge and experience, in an area of 7,500 m2 with its 27 employees.
2014 operations
Despite the problems that have emerged during the
second half of 2014 which caused a negative effect
on the financial situation and the trade volume in the
region, D- Auto LLC continued to improve its activities consistently. In the activity period from July to
December 2014, D-Auto LLC sold 31 new vehicles
and the Audi A6 stood out as the most popular model
with its high-quality standards. During the same period, Tiguan became the most popular product under
Volkswagen brand for our customers.

Goals for 2015
D-Auto LLC will continue to further its customer satisfaction oriented service and aiming to become the
leading automotive company in terms of service quality with its know-how. The new products that D-Auto
LLC plans to launch in 2015 will also help to increase
the sales volume with the positive effect of stability in
the region, which is expected to be achieved soon.

D-Auto LLC has earned the appreciation of Volkswagen and Audi vehicle users in this short period
of time thanks to its knowledge and quality service
oriented towards customer satisfaction in after-sales
services. By providing its customers a quality service
experience right from their first visit, D-Auto LLC has
become the number one service provider for its customers, providing after-sales services to 1,710 vehicles in 2014.
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Symbol of trust and professionalism
in the used cars market
Bringing a corporate approach to the used cars sector, DOD’s Authorized Dealers’
market penetration rate increased from 8% to around 25% as a result of the changes in
the company’s business models in 2014. The widespread use of the DOD Prime system,
the creation of new supply channels and the improvements in the corporate identity of
Authorized Deals resulted in an increase in sales, reaching 21,200 units.
As the DOD brand, we have improved our corporate approach to used
cars sales by developing our network of Authorized Dealers, increasing
our sales, and with our dedication to customer satisfaction and
understanding of high quality service.
Anıl Gürsoy
General Manager
SEAT, Porsche and DOD

DOD Prime system
Developed by the DOD brand for upper segment vehicles, the coverage of the DOD Prime system was
extended in 2014 to include the entire Authorized
Dealer network to keep up with the increase in demand. In 2014, 2,200 vehicles were sold through the
DOD Prime system, which offers a one-year standard
warranty to all vehicles.
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Improvements in the corporate identity
The improvement efforts to give the same quality service in all DOD Authorized Dealers started in January 2014 and completed at 62 service points at the
end of 2014. As a result of these efforts, the integrity
of the corporate identity was maintained across all
Authorized Dealers. Efforts to improve the corporate
identity will continue in 2015.

Stock supply for Authorized Dealers
Agreements with new operating and daily rental
companies were signed to reach a higher number of
sales, increase the number of vehicles supplied to
Authorized Dealers and create additional sources of
income. Moreover, with the help of new repurchase
agreements, the market penetration rate of Authorized Dealers went from 8% to around 25%.

creasing the number of Premium segment vehicles
in overall sales and renewing its vehicle park in the
framework of the changes in its business model at
the beginning of 2014.

DOD in the Digital World
Introducing many novelties to the used cars sector with its corporate approach as the leader of the
industry, the DOD brand sold a vehicle on Twitter
for the first time and won the bronze prize in the
category of “Best Use of Twitter” in 2014 Stevie
Awards.
In the first quarter of 2015, trendy and user-friendly
DOD.com.tr, along with IOS and Android applications will be online.
DOD Retail
Providing services at two service points located in
Esenyurt, İstanbul and Çayırova, Kocaeli, DOD Retail
offered its customers quality and solution-oriented
services by giving priority to financing services, in-
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Exceeding our goals with customer
trust and satisfaction
Having always given priority to customer satisfaction with its innovative products and
services, vdf saw record numbers in loans and insurances in 2014, performed beyond
expectations, and has started to offer its services in every segment of the automotive
sector. This was a result of its merger with Scania Finans, which has brought heavy
commercial vehicle financing under the company’s umbrella.
I wholeheartedly believe that we’re going to sustain our stability in the
years to come as a company, aiming not only to achieve success, but to
build sustainable success.
Tijen Akdoğan Ünver
General Manager
vdf

vdf Otomotiv Finansmanı (vdf Automotive Finance)
(Volkswagen Doğuş Tüketici Finansmanı A.Ş.)
In 2014, vdf succeeded in attaining its targets thanks
to its products and services focusing on customer
satisfaction.
With a penetration rate of 33% among Volkswagen
Group brands, vdf has continued to be the market
leader among consumer finance companies and
banks in 2014 on the basis of “performing contracts”
in consumer vehicle loans.
vdf has given 58,350 new loans as of the end of 2014,
increasing its total number of loans to 122,000. vdf
has exceeded its goal of 100,000 loans thanks to this
record growth in numbers. vdf has also increased its
performing contracts volume by 25% on previous
year, rising from 3.2 billion TRY to 4 billion TRY.
In 2014, vdf Automotive Finance aimed to increase
customer satisfaction and loyalty through sales, marketing, and customer loyalty campaigns it carried out
jointly with the brands. The results of the customer
survey conducted in 2014 indicate that customer satisfaction levels have increased on the previous year.
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In 2015, vdf aims to expand its packages involving
loans, insurance, and services designed especially
for the needs of its customers, and to serve them in
every step of the automotive value chain.
vdf Sigorta ve Aracılık Hizmetleri A.Ş. (vdf
Insurance and Brokerage Services, Inc.)
vdf Insurance Services has succeeded in offering
maximum customer satisfaction in 2014 thanks to
its broad experience and product range specially

developed to meet the needs of its customers. vdf
Insurance Services functions as the agency of 11
insurance companies, serving individual and group
customers in a variety of areas such as automobile
insurance, traffic insurance, extended warranty, and
loan protection insurance.
vdf Insurance works with the Authorized Dealers of
VW group brand, and in 2014 has increased its number of branches with dealers by 10, reaching a total of 44. vdf Insurance aims to reach a total of 50
branches by the end of 2015.

vdf Faktoring Hizmetleri A.Ş. (vdf Factoring
Services, Inc.)
Active since May 2010, vdf Factoring Services offers
factoring and financing services to 117 Authorized
Dealers nationwide. In 2014, vdf Factoring reached a
transaction volume of 6.7 billion TRY and a total asset value of 176 million TRY.
Committed to the principle of continuous and stable
growth, vdf Factoring aims to increase its business
volume further in 2015.

vdf Insurance Services began brand-specific products with Volkswagen Kasko and continued
with SEAT, Škoda, DOD, and Audi Kasko, creating
a difference in its sector by offering guarantees specific to brands.
vdf Insurance continued to be the biggest agency in
2014 in terms of total premium creation and number
of performing contracts, increasing its net premium
creation by 17% on the previous year, from 178 million TRY to 208 million TRY. vdf Insurance increased
the number of its contracts by 26% in 2014, reaching
a total of 253,000.
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Our priority is to
protect lives
2014 was a record-breaking year for TÜVTÜRK with vehicle inspections that have become
a requirement for used vehicle sales and with the enactment of Law: 6552 in the last
quarter of the year, which restructures due date fees. TÜVTÜRK expanded its service
network in 2014 with its Mobile Tractor Inspection Stations that have become operational.

In the seventh year of our operations, the total number of inspections
exceeded 75 million. This operational success will continue in the future
as we improve the quality of our products and sustain our customeroriented approach.
Kemal Ören
General Manager
TÜVTÜRK

2014
TÜVTÜRK has grown in all of its areas of activity,
especially in periodic vehicle inspections, and increased its revenue from 1,009 million TRY to 1,166
million TRY, marking a 15.6% increase. 191 million
TRY of the revenue is generated from TÜVTÜRK Istanbul operations. The number of fixed stations has
risen to 203 with the opening of Antalya Serik Station,
and İzmir and Fethiye Motorcycle Inspection Stations
in 2014. The number of mobile stations rose to 103
with the addition of new mobile tractor stations.

A major contribution to road safety
In 2014, periodic inspections of 7,897,000 vehicles
were completed with a 14% increase on previous
year. In these inspections, 34.6% of vehicles were
identified as heavily defected or unsafe. In re-inspections, 98.3% of the 2,660,000 vehicles were found to
have fixed their deficiencies and defects, and were
allowed to re-enter traffic safely after successfully
passing the reinspection.
Exhaust emission measurements
In 2014, 2,745,000 vehicles underwent exhaust gas
emission measurements. This marked a 21% increase on previous year in terms of units, the ratio of
this service to periodic inspections was 35%, same
as in 2013.
Roadworthiness inspection
32,000 vehicles were inspected for roadworthiness
at 30 stations in 2014.
Special mobile inspection stations for tractors
New mobile tractor inspection stations became operational in 2014 in order to provide greater access to
tractor owners who cannot get their vehicle inspected because of the distance of fixed stations. By this
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means, tractors, which had not been inspected for
a certain period, came to inspection. The number of
mobile tractor inspection stations, which became operational in 11 cities on 8 October 2014, has reached
28 in 23 cities by the end of 2014.
Exclusive inspection stations for motorcycles
In 2014, Konak-Izmir and Fethiye-Muğla were added
to the list of exclusive and accessible inner-city stations, which were opened at easily accessed spots
in city centers to address the problem experienced
by cyclers in reaching stations located far away from
centers.

as part of the Traffic Responsibility Action. From 2010
to 2013, two sub-projects have been carried out: Safe
Vehicle Action and Responsible Citizen Action.
Completing its fifth year in 2015, The Traffic Responsibility Action has reached more than 900 thousand
people through training and field activities, and more
than 3 million people through communication activities.

Traffic Responsibility Action
Traffic Responsibility Action is a corporate social responsibility project carried out under the coordination
of the Turkish Ministry of Transport, Maritime Affairs
and Communications, in collaboration with institutions and organizations operating in the field of traffic safety, with the support of TÜVTÜRK; its aim is to
raise public awareness on traffic safety and individual
responsibilites. The Bosom Buddies Action and the
Youth in Traffic Action, as well as the “Have a Nice
Day, Mr. Driver” Action, which started in 2014, are ongoing projects designed specifically for target groups
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Innovative service in
operational leasing
Established in 2003 and operating under the partnership of LeasePlan (51%) and Doğuş
Group (49%) since 2007, LeasePlan Turkey has been creating services that add value to
its customers in the operational leasing sector for the last decade, making it the leader
of its sector.
2014 was a successful year in which we have gained new customers in every
segment and achieved a balanced and healthy growth, exceeding our usual
rate. As the brand that helps the development of the industry while serving
its diverse customer base, we are proud that we constantly develop the
promise of our brand which can be summed up as “it’s easier to leaseplan.”
F. Türkay Oktay
General Manager
LeasePlan

About LeasePlan
As the world’s leading company in operational leasing, LeasePlan manages a giant vehicle fleet of 1.4
million on 5 continents and in 32 countries with more
than 6,500 employees. Renowned for its leading services throughout the world and for being the market
leader in many countries in which it operates, Lease-

Plan leads operational fleet management in Turkey by
analyzing customer expectations and requirements
accurately, and produces the most appropriate solutions. LeasePlan Turkey, started to provide its operational leasing services on the Internet through www.
tiklakirala.com and furthered its innovative approach.
Consistent growth
As of the end of 2014, LeasePlan Turkey grew its
fleet by 37% and increased its total vehicle portfolio
to 14,315 units. The company serves 1,815 different
customers. Using a multiple-brand vehicle portfolio
strategy in the field of operational leasing, LeasePlan
has a portfolio that includes vehicles by Volkswagen,
Renault, Ford, Fiat and Audi, each having an important share in the fleet market.
Sustainable customer satisfaction
LeasePlan Turkey earned an overall score way above
the sector’s average score with 80 TRI*M points -in
a survey conducted by an independent companythanks to the solutions it develops in line with its
understanding of quality service and sustained customer satisfaction. 91% of the customers say that
LeasePlan makes their work easier and helps them
manage their fleet without problems. According to
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another independent survey conducted with vehicle
users, LeasePlan increased the level of vehicle user
satisfaction by 10 points in 2014 with a score of 73
TRI*M.
Targets
LeasePlan Turkey plans to grow in 2015 by sustaining its healthy development with new products and
services it will introduce to the market and its pioneering efforts targeting its users. In addition, aiming
to increase its market share and brand awareness,
and further its success in customer satisfaction,
LeasePlan Turkey plans to extend its activities to new
cities in order to increase its market share. We will
continue to develop the website www.tiklakirala.com
targeting unlimited liability companies and SMEs and
open the LeasePlan Business Partner website for the
broker network.
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Spare Parts
and Logistics

A service that creates value for
the world’s most prestigious brands
In 2014, Spare Parts and Logistics imported 140,346 vehicles and dispatched 153,110
vehicles to Authorized Dealers, ending the year with a total revenue of TRY 598.1 million
generated by the sales of spare parts and accessories.

Spare Parts and Logistics combines the latest and best practices of
synergism with state-of-the-art technology and continuously creates
value for Doğuş Otomotiv’s multi-brand structure.
Mustafa Karabayır
General Manager
Spare Parts and Logistics

About Spare Parts and Logistics
Spare Parts and Logistics manages the importation,
warehousing and distribution of vehicles and spare
parts to Authorized Dealers of the world’s most prestigious brands such as Volkswagen, Audi, SEAT,
Porsche, Bentley, Lamborghini, Scania, Krone, and
Meiller, as well as Scania Industrial and Marine Engines, Thermo King Transport Temperature Control
Systems, and their affiliated products.
Spare Parts and Logistics employs state of the art
technology combined with the best modern practic-

es of synergism, creating an unmatched service for
the global brands represented by Doğuş Otomotiv.
Prompt delivery of the right service for customers
In order to run its operations smoothly, Spare Parts
and Logistics uses advanced computer technology
and stock management systems, which can be easily adapted to various demands of customers. As a
result, spare parts availability increased to the level
of 99%. Effective pricing and price positioning policies, along with the use of common parts up to 60%,
creates a prominent synergy in the Spare Parts and
Logistics organization.
Spare Parts and Logistics has undertaken a new
leap regarding its facilities by doubling its installed
capacity in 2013 in order to improve the quality of its
service and to ensure sustainability of the business
volume for the next decade. Automation systems
created in 2014 minimized the rate of mistakes by
speeding up warehousing operations and distribution of Spare Parts.
Spare Parts and Logistics has implemented a new
“shipment from the port” project as part of its pioneering vision in vehicle logistics. Spare Parts and
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Logistics started vehicle stocking and importing at
ports, and has made significant improvements in
client delivery times by working with more than one
transportation company for vehicle deliveries from
ports to Authorized Dealers.

•

•
In 2014, Spare Parts and Logistics restructured its
waste management policy to include all Authorized
Services and took successful steps to manage and
collect waste, and collected more waste batteries
than its legal obligation.
Products and services offered
For the efficient supply of products and services to
Authorized Dealers and Services and improved overall customer satisfaction, Spare Parts and Logistics
offers the following services:
• Operational management of vehicle importation
and homologation issues of all group brands.
• Warehousing in the bonded and stock areas of
imported vehicles supplied by VW, Audi, SEAT,
Porsche, Bentley, Lamborghini, Scania, Krone,
Meiller, and Škoda brands, as well as their delivery to the Authorized Dealers.
• Ordering, import, stock management and delivery to Authorized Dealers of the spare parts and

•

accessories of VW, Audi, SEAT, Porsche, Bentley, Scania, Lamborghini, and Thermo King.
Monitoring the targets and realizations of qualitative and quantitative part bonus criteria of Authorized Dealers.
Importation of the spare parts and accessories of
Krone and Meiller.
Fulfilling the obligations of DOAŞ and Authorized
Services in accordance with environmental legislation and decreasing our environmental impact
in line with our Corporate Responsibility.

Improving our quality-focused business approach
• Adopting the role of a strategy-setter in spare
parts activities, creating a vision and sharing it
with brand representatives, contributing to increase the market share of group brands,
• Implementing projects with the aim of continuous improvement of spare parts management
systems,
• Shortening delivery times period and reducing
costs to support new vehicle sales, and to give
opportunity to decreasing stock costs;
• Seeking new opportunities in accessories marketing to increase sales volume, are among the
prioritized goals of Spare Parts and Logistics.
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The best insurance services with
the guarantee of Doğuş Group
With an experience of nearly 30 years, Doğuş Sigorta offers dependable services that
make a difference for its clients.

An experienced agency
Doğuş Sigorta Aracılık Hizmetleri A.Ş., a subsidiary
of Doğuş Holding, is an intermediary company established on 26 March 1984. Doğuş Sigorta continued its activities throughout 2014 in line with the
aim of always providing the best insurance services
to Group companies and their employees as well as
other customers.
•

•

•

•
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All the insurance procedures of the affiliated
companies that are active in a total of 8 sectors
consisting of finance, automotive, construction,
media, tourism and services, real estate, energy,
and catering are pursued by Doğuş Sigorta.
Within the framework of Doğuş Group Property
Insurance program, affiliate companies of Doğuş
Group were offered considerable advantages in
terms of scope and price, and of assessment and
pricing of all the risks in policies issued in 2014.
In parallel with the activities of Doğuş companies
in various sectors, the range of insurance services provided was increased and risk assessment
updates were made in all the activities performed
throughout the year.
In 2014, Doğuş Sigorta grew by 30% on previous
year in premium production.

Continued growth in 2015
Doğuş Sigorta maintains its status as the “authorized
agency” of Eureko Insurance, Anadolu Insurance,
Ergo Insurance, Axa Insurance, and Allianz Insurance.
Doğuş Sigorta will be carrying out insurance activities of Doğuş Holding in 2015 with all its experience,
expertise, and concept of high quality service.

